In real-life circumstances, people occasionally require making forced decisions when encountering unpredictable events and situations that yield socially and privately unfavorable consequences. In order to prevent future negative consequences, it is beneficial to successfully predict future decision-making behaviors based on various types of information, including behavioral traits and/or psychological states. For this prospective purpose, the present study used the Iowa Gambling Task, which simulates multiple aspects of real-life decision-making processes, such as choice preference, selection and evaluation of output feedback, and investigated how anxiety profiles predict decision-making performances under conditions with different temporal pressures on task execution. To conduct a temporally causal analysis, we assessed the trait and state anxiety profiles of 33 young participants prior to the task and analyzed their subsequent decision-making performances. We separated two disadvantageous card decks with high rewards and losses into high-and middle-risk decks, and calculated local performance indexes for decision-making immediately after salient penalty events for the high-risk deck in addition to traditional global performance indexes concerning overall trial outcomes such as final winnings and net scores. For global decision-making, higher trait anxiety predicted more risky choices solely in the selfpaced condition without temporal pressure. For local decision-making, state anxiety predicted risk-taking performances differently in the self-and forced-paced conditions. In the self-paced condition, higher state anxiety predicted higher risk-avoidance. In the forced-paced condition, higher state anxiety predicted more frequent choices of the middle-risk deck. These findings suggest not only that pre-specified anxiety profiles can effectively predict future decision-making behaviors under different temporal pressures, but also newly indicate that behavioral mechanisms for moderate risk-taking under an emergent condition should be focused on to effectively prevent future unfavorable consequences when actually encountering negative events.
INTRODUCTION
People often face various unpredictable events and must decide acts in daily-life situations. In particular, when events are emotionally salient under situational pressure and uncertainty, we may often have difficulty in stably making decisions to obtain positive consequences. To lead a smooth social life, it is advantageous to be able to predict future decision-making performances based on individual behavioral and psychological profiles before actually encountering negative events. Along with the somatic marker hypothesis, which posits that physiological signals anticipatorily affect decision-making under information uncertainty (Damasio, 1996; Bechara et al., 2003; Werner et al., 2013) , we hypothesize that decision-making is an adaptive product of the interaction between situational and individual psychological factors, and examine how individual psychological profiles predict future decision-making behaviors.
To examine human decision-making processes in real-life situations in an experimental context, we used the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT), which has been frequently utilized during the past 20 years (Bechara et al., 1994; Chiu et al., 2018) . The decision-making process instantiated in the IGT is defined as the executive function that among current lists of choice options that are perceived and/or stored in a short-term memory, people voluntarily select the best option (Bechara et al., 1998) . The main characteristics of the IGT consist of the following three factors: (1) probabilistic emotional events of reward and loss, (2) information ambiguity (e.g., ratios between reward and loss) in task execution, and (3) reinforcement learning of an anticipatory decision-making strategy. In each trial of the IGT, participants are required to select one card from advantageous or disadvantageous card decks to maximize the sum of rewards in all trials. Participants are not initially provided with information about the compositions of rewards and losses in each deck nor its probabilities and must learn and anticipate deck types by feedback information about current rewards and penalties. Developing or modifying a decision-making strategy is iteratively based on three sub-processes (Paulus, 2005) . The first is assessment of preference for the options, in which an individual assigns advantageous and/or disadvantageous values to behavioral options in an anticipatory manner. The second is execution of selectional action, where individuals must actually select one of the options and inhibit the other options. The third is evaluation of decision-making outcomes by comparing realized outcomes with their anticipation in order to reinforce or modify their preferences and choice patterns. Decision-making in the IGT tends to be distinguished from other executive functions such as cognitive switching and inhibition (Bechara et al., 1998; Bechara, 2004; Toplak et al., 2010) ; however, there is still controversy regarding whether there is a clear distinction between them (Fellows, 2007; Ouerchefani et al., 2017) . As argued by Ernst et al. (2002) , because the IGT includes both decisionmaking per se, such as execution of selection (Paulus, 2005) , and anticipation of reward and loss as an emotional feedback, it activates not only the dorsolateral prefrontal and anterior cingulate cortices for executive functions such as attention (Ernst et al., 2002) but also the ventromedial prefrontal cortex and amygdala for emotional regulation (Bechara et al., 1998 (Bechara et al., , 2003 Bechara, 2004) .
One of the factors affecting decision-making includes temporal parameters (Bowman et al., 2005; Cella et al., 2007; DeDonno and Demaree, 2008; Madan et al., 2015) . In reallife circumstances, we often face situations requiring decisionmaking not only with comfort but also under time constraints of short duration. Because temporal pressure allows limited resources for online psychological processing, it may affect wide aspects of decision-making such as option assessment, action execution, and outcome evaluation (Paulus, 2005) . Cella et al. (2007) examined how external temporal pressure affected decision-making processes in the IGT. They divided participants into three groups and externally imposed 2-and 4-s temporal constraints on deck selection in two groups. Compared to the control group without temporal constraints, the participants with the 2-s constraint more frequently selected disadvantageous decks even as trial blocks advanced.
Internal temporal pressure also affects decision-making. DeDonno and Demaree (2008) did not expose participants to external temporal pressure; however, they manipulated the perceived time pressure for the task by presenting the explicit message that the time available for deck selection was not sufficient for successful task execution. Compared to the control group, the pressured group more frequently selected disadvantageous decks. Studies with clinical populations have also shown supportive evidence for the relationship between internal temporal pressure and decision-making. People with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) show behavioral impulsivity (Nielen et al., 2002; Chamberlain et al., 2006; Benatti et al., 2014; Grassi et al., 2015) , which is defined as the trait of spontaneously making temporally pressured or rapid responses without considering unfavorable consequences (Moeller et al., 2001) . Patients with OCD tend to make risky choices (Cavedini et al., 2002; Starcke et al., 2010; Grassi et al., 2015 ; but for an opposing perspective, see Glicksohn et al., 2007) because of abnormal functional connections between the basal ganglia and ventromedial prefrontal cortex in the emotional regulation pathway (Rapoport, 1990) . Grassi et al. (2015) , for example, recruited participants diagnosed with OCD and compared their decision-making in the IGT with that of the control participants. Those with OCD had higher impulsivity scores (in particular, attentional, and non-planning impulsivity) than did the control participants, and they did not modify disadvantageous selections even during later trial blocks, as observed in a previous study (Starcke et al., 2010) . Taken together, external and internal temporal pressures change decision-making in diverse populations.
Another influential factor is anxiety, which is evoked by subjective uncertainty to future-oriented negative situations and events (Cannistraro and Rauch, 2003; Mueller et al., 2010) and is occasionally experienced under threat; it is accompanied by autonomic physiological reactions and/or cognitive negativity bias (Robinson et al., 2013; Wiedemann, 2015) . Future-oriented uncertainty, in particular, is an important environmental aspect that evokes anxiety and is a fundamental dimension of decisionmaking processes because of iteratively promoting reinforcement learning for solving uncertainty in an anticipatory manner (Paulus, 2005) . The close relationship between anxiety and decision-making is also supported by neuroimaging findings that the ventromedial prefrontal cortex and amygdala are related to anxiety in an overlapping manner with decision-making (Tian et al., 2016; Brinkmann et al., 2018) .
Anxiety is generally sub-divided into trait and state profiles (Spielberger et al., 1970; Spielberger, 1989) . Trait anxiety is a stable personality profile characterized by a disposition to easily experiencing anxiety states. State anxiety is a relatively short-term emotional state under stress, consisting of transient feelings of tension and apprehension and an elevated automatic nervous response. Trait and state anxiety adversely or advantageously affect decision-making (Robinson et al., 2013) . Starcke et al. (2008) separated participants into two groups with and without a prospective stressful speech task that was scheduled before a decision-making task, but was not actually conducted. The stress group, compared to the control group, reported higher state anxiety scores and attenuated risk-avoidance. That is, long-term stress related to future tasks may trigger intrusive thoughts and reduce memory resources for decision-making, resulting in less risk-avoidance (Ashcraft and Kirk, 2001) .
On the other hand, anxiety can reversely promote conservative risk-avoidance (Mather et al., 2009; Clark et al., 2012) . Clark et al. (2012) exposed participants to an electrical shock, a threat stimulus (Kuriyama et al., 2011) , during each trial of a decisionmaking task and compared the performances with those in the safe condition without shocks. Participants were more riskavoidant in the stress condition than in the safe condition, suggesting that aversive shocks were not intrusive and instead enhanced the interoception of physical responses or somatic markers for negative consequences or increased sensitivity to future threats by the automatic activation of emotional neural correlates such as the amygdala (Jiang et al., 2009 ) to promote risk-avoidance. Such risk-avoidance has also been persistently observed in a specific clinical population. Mueller et al. (2010) recruited individuals with generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), which is characterized by intense future-oriented anxious traits, and compared their decision-making behaviors in the IGT with those of controls. Those with GAD successively increased riskavoidance performances compared to the controls as the trials advanced. These findings suggest that trait and state anxiety affect decision-making in divergent ways.
The effects of temporal pressure and anxiety may not be independent during decision-making in the IGT. Anxiety tends to be related to speeded-up mental processing such as racing thoughts, where thinking is accelerated subjectively (Pronin and Jacobs, 2008; Keizer et al., 2014; Aho, 2018) . Thus, when people with different anxiety traits are exposed to externally temporally pressured conditions, they may respond differently to temporal pressure, yielding different patterns of decision-making processes. As has been initially argued in this chapter, from the prospective standpoint of preventing future negative consequences, it is beneficial to predict individual future decision-making behaviors before actually encountering salient negative events under emergent conditions. Such predictive benefits are more crucial for potential victims in social circumstances, when negative events are socially problematic, such as financial and billing frauds (Deevy et al., 2012) .
Trait and state anxiety may predict different aspects of decision-making processes (Bishop, 2007; Tian et al., 2016) . The IGT may present a conflicting situation between long-and short-term anxiety because of the alternation of reward and loss in an ambiguous manner. By continuously selecting low-risk decks with low reward and loss, people can effectively avoid high penalty events and enjoy low levels of transient anxiety states. However, compared to adaptive deck selection, which comprises risk-taking with the tendency to successfully avoid losses, persistent low risk-taking may result in earning relatively small amounts of final winnings, which is potentially associated with sustained or less state anxiety due to not realizing one's ideal final winnings. If trait anxiety is more related to sustained futureoriented anxiety during the task, people with higher trait anxiety may more frequently select high-risk decks in particular under information ambiguity without deck information, as observed in previous studies (Miu et al., 2008; Engelmann et al., 2015) . On the other hand, when frequently selecting high-risk decks to obtain large gains, people can potentially attenuate sustained anxiety concerning the task mission if high penalty events do not occur. However, people may actually often face high penalty events and strongly and frequently experience transient state anxiety. Thus, people with higher state anxiety may make lower risky choice. If such a trade-off between trait and state anxiety during decision-making in the IGT can be predicted by pre-specified state and trait anxious characteristics, advance information about anxiety profiles and task performances may be useful for people to prevent future negative consequences.
The current study, therefore, assessed participants' state and trait anxiety before the IGT and conducted the IGT under different temporal pressures to make a temporally causal prediction analysis of participants' decision-making behaviors by anxiety profiles. We examined not only overall or global decisionmaking but also change in local performances immediately after salient penalty events, because coping with salient negative events under temporal pressure, such as post-error recovery, is difficult even in healthy populations (Soshi et al., 2015) , although it is important to avoid subsequent negative consequences. We then treated the two disadvantageous decks separately, as suggested by a previous study (Buelow and Suhr, 2013) . In the structure of the standard IGT, Deck B includes one maximum penalty card ($ −1,250) randomly ordered in each of the 10-trial blocks (i.e., 10%) (Bechara et al., 1994) . The maximum penalty event, therefore, is a probabilistically rare, unpredictable negative event and is suitable for predicting future decisionmaking performances after saliently negative events by anxiety profiles. To examine global decision-making performances, we calculated popular behavioral indexes of risk-taking such as net scores (advantageous deck minus disadvantageous deck), final winnings, and the total number of maximum penalty events.
We hypothesized the following: (1) pre-specified trait anxiety predicts global decision-making performances differently in the self-and forced-paced conditions, because trait anxiety is likely related to sustained anxiety concerning the flaw in the final mission of the IGT (i.e., maximizing the final winnings); and (2) pre-specified state anxiety predicts local decisionmaking performances differently in the self-and forced-paced conditions, because state anxiety is likely related to transient sensitivity to sudden negative events, thereby instantaneously promoting risk-avoidance. Such hypothesized functions of trait and state anxiety may dynamically determine individual decision-making performances in daily social life, and the prespecification of individual anxiety profiles is likely effective for individuals to develop a strategy for coping with future negative events in daily life.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
The present study enrolled 33 participants [men: 19 individuals, age (mean ± SD) = 21.4 ± 2.5 years, intelligence quotient (IQ) = 109.5 ± 6.0; women: 14 individuals, age = 22.6 ± 2.0 years, IQ = 113.6 ± 3.9]. They were locally recruited through an advertisement at the Tokyo Institute of Technology and were given 2,000 yen as the baseline reward, and an optional bonus of not more than 3,000 yen depending on their task performance results. All of them had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity, and self-reported that they did not have any current and past psychiatric or neurological histories and had not taken medicine for any illness. Their IQ was assessed using the Japanese version of the National Adult Reading Test (Nelson and Wilson, 1991; Matsuoka and Kim, 2007) . Written informed consent was obtained from the participants according to the institutional guidelines before conducting the experiment. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, a statement of ethical principles for medical research involving human participants, and was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Tokyo Institute of Technology.
Iowa Gambling Task
We used the IGT task developed by Bechara et al. (1994) to examine change in decision-making performances under temporal pressure. The mission of the task was to maximize the final winnings based on an initial fund of 200,000 yen. Participants selected one of the four advantageous or disadvantageous decks in each of the 100 trials with no information about the total number of trials. Frequent choice of the disadvantageous decks as risk-taking leads to smaller gains at the end of the task. Decks 1 and 2 are disadvantageous decks with constantly high returns of 10,000 yen, but randomly produce high monetary loss. Deck 1 is a deck with frequent penalties and randomly distributes five instances of monetary loss from −15,000 to −35,000 yen, with steps of 5,000 yen in each set of 10 trials, which amounts to a total penalty of −125,000 yen. Deck 2 is a deck with infrequent penalties as well as the highest penalty, randomly including one penalty of −125,000 yen in each set of 10 trials. Decks 3 and 4 are advantageous decks, with lower rewards of 5,000 yen and smaller penalties. Deck 3 frequently and randomly includes five trials of monetary loss ranging from −2,500 to −7,500 yen, with steps of 2,500 yen in each set of 10 trials with a total penalty of −25,000 yen. Deck 4 infrequently dispenses one penalty card of −25,000 yen randomly in each set of 10 trials. Because the participants in the present study performed the IGT in both the self-and forced-paced conditions, the four decks were randomly arranged so as not to appear in the same order for the two conditions. The present study used a modified version of the IGT program implemented in Cognitive Experiments V v1 (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Berkeley, CA, United States) for the Japanese-translated version.
Psychological Assessment
To investigate how pre-specified anxiety characteristics are related to subsequent decision-making behaviors in the selfand forced-paced conditions, we assessed participants' trait and state anxiety using the Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) (Spielberger et al., 1970; Spielberger, 1989) . This scale assesses the levels of trait anxiety (STAI-T) and state anxiety (STAI-S) with 40 items; STAI-T measures the stable temperament of behaving anxiously, whereas STAI-S measures individuals' current transient anxious status in response to emotional events and situational changes. The participants completed both scales after arriving at the experimental room and underwent an interview about 1 h before performing the IGT.
Procedure
Participants came to a quiet experimental room to perform the IGT in the self-and forced-paced conditions. They were first provided with instructions concerning the aim and procedure of the experiment on ethical guidelines. As has been argued in the previous study (Bull et al., 2015) , task-instruction manners strongly affect participants' ability to build optimal strategies. The original task instructions include the necessary information about deck types (advantageous and disadvantageous) and behavioral preferences for avoiding disadvantageous decks to evade large monetary loss (Bechara et al., 2000b) . Such rich and unambiguous information has been important for sophisticated IGT performances (Horne and Lowe, 1993; Balodis et al., 2006; Fernie and Tunney, 2006; Glicksohn and Zilberman, 2010; Bull et al., 2015) . The aim of the present study, on the other hand, is to elucidate change in relationships between decision-making behaviors and pre-specified anxiety under intensified ambiguity about the task-structure information in different temporally pressured conditions. Therefore, we minimally instructed participants to maximize the initial fund of 200,000 yen without hints about deck types and a performance strategy, and maximized information ambiguity, which in turn may promote anxious behaviors under information ambiguity (Kalin and Shelton, 1989; Robinson et al., 2013) , as in a previous study (Glicksohn et al., 2007) . Subsequently, participants faced a 19-inch PC monitor (DELL) placed 0.65 m in front of them and completed a short practice session to learn to manipulate the response pad (RB-740, Cedrus, Corp., San Pedro, CA, United States). The practice session used dummy decks that were randomly assigned rewards and losses to possess indiscriminate patterns of card sequences for purpose to avoid guessing structural information of the decks used in the trials. After understanding the task procedure, participants performed the IGT in the self-and forced-paced conditions, which were separated by a 5-min rest interval. The task order was counterbalanced across participants. In the self-paced condition, participants were provided with sufficient time to select one of the four decks at their own pace, and the feedback display showed the current gain and loss as well as the total payoff for 2500 ms. The self-paced condition, therefore, provided participants with sufficient time to learn to discriminate between the advantageous and disadvantageous decks. The forced-paced condition, on the other hand, required participants to select a deck as soon as possible after viewing the main deck-selection display under temporal pressure. The forced-paced instruction ("Choose quickly!") always appeared immediately below the decks at the start of each main display and remained until participants selected a deck. The feedback displays appeared for only 500 ms and were soon followed by the main display again. After completing all the tasks, participants self-assessed their deck selection patterns based on five categories: "1" = I intended to select the deck with low rewards and infrequent lower penalty (Deck 4); "2" = I intended to select the deck with low rewards and frequent lowest penalty (Deck 3); "3" = I intended to select the deck with high rewards and infrequent highest penalty (Deck 2); "4" = I intended to select the deck with high rewards and frequent higher penalties (Deck 1); and "5" = others.
Behavioral Indexes for Decision-Making Behavior
Global Deck-Selection Behaviors
We first analyzed global behavioral patterns of the 100 trials overall, using two traditional indexes and eight additional indexes. The first popular index is the final winnings (yen), which indicates that higher risk-taking for disadvantageous decks leads to smaller final winnings. The second traditional index is the net scores of the five trial blocks (Block 1: trials 1-20, Block 2: 21-40, Block 3: 41-60, Block 4: 61-80, Block 5: 81-100), which are calculated by subtracting the number of the selected disadvantageous decks (Decks 1 and 2) from the number of the selected advantageous decks (Decks 3 and 4) for the index of risk-avoidance. More positive scores indicate higher preference for risk-avoidance. The third index is the number of maximum penalty events of −125,000 yen. Participants with a preference for selecting Deck 2 frequently encounter the maximum penalty events. The fourth index is the complexity of deck selection, represented by mean entropy (H = − p i × log 2 p i ; p = probability of deck choice; i = the number of the deck). Higher entropy (bit) indicates that participants more frequently change their choice of decks throughout the trials overall. For example, when participants who acquired an optimal strategy intend to avoid high risk-taking and establish larger monetary gains in their final winnings, they may tend to continuously choose advantageous decks, consequently yielding lower entropy. The fifth and sixth indexes are related to total and continuous selectivity (%) of the high-risk Deck 2. Total selectivity is the percentage of selected Deck 2 in the overall 100 trials. Continuous selectivity is the percentage of more than one continuously selected Deck 2 in the total number of selected Deck 2. These indexes indicate that higher ratios correspond to a higher preference for high risk-taking. The seventh and eighth indexes are the total and continuous selectivity of the middle-risk Deck 1, which indicates moderate risk-taking. The 9 and 10th indexes are the total and continuous selectivity of the low-risk Decks 3 and 4. Increased ratios for the low-risk decks indicate a preference for risk-avoidance, despite resulting in relatively small monetary gains in each selection but larger final winnings. Response times (RTs) for deck selection were calculated for the self-and forced-paced conditions. We first analyzed mean RTs for all 100 trials under both conditions. Second, along with the net-score analysis for temporal transition of a decision-making pattern, the overall trials were separated into the five blocks, each comprising 20 trials, and a mean RT for each block was calculated for each condition.
Local Deck-Selection Behaviors
Large fluctuation in deck-selection patterns likely occurs after the maximum penalty event in Deck 2 (−125,000 yen) (Buelow and Suhr, 2013) . In particular, participants with a preference for low risk-taking may tend to avoid Deck 2 and alternatively select the lower-risk decks after encountering the maximum penalty event. Therefore, we specified the occurrences of maximum penalty events and produced the indexes for local performance changes by calculating the post-event change in the selectivity of the high-(Deck 2) and low-(Decks 3 and 4) risk decks. We also examined the selection change of the middle-risk deck (Deck 1) as the index of change for moderate risk-taking. Although Deck 1 has been traditionally grouped together with Deck 2 as a disadvantageous deck, Deck 1 may be selected differently from not only highbut also low-risk decks after maximum penalty events, because it possesses the same high monetary reward of 10,000 yen and relatively low monetary loss compared to Deck 2 if not being persistently selected. We obtained individual information about the maximum penalty events until the occurrence of the third penalty event because of maintaining over 20 participants in the local performance analyses. First, we calculated the ratios of decks selected before (pre) and after (post) the maximum penalty events (Figure 1) . The ratio for the pre-event trials is the percentage of selected decks in the total of the five trials immediately before the maximum penalty event. The ratios for the post-event trials consisted of two indexes. The first postevent index (post 1) is represented by the percentage of selected decks in the total of the first-half of the five post-event trials and can be used to obtain information about immediate recovery from high risk-taking. The second post-event index (post 2) is the percentage of decks occupying the five second-half trials, providing information about delayed recovery from high risktaking. For example, participants with higher negative sensitivity to the maximum penalty might reduce post-1 ratios of the highrisk deck sooner.
Statistical Analysis
We initially summarized participants' self-awareness of deckselection strategy based on their self-reported scores. We counted the numbers of participants adopting voluntary deck-selection strategies. The answers from "1" to "4" indicate that participants used their preference trend to select one of the four decks.
FIGURE 1 | Analysis of local behavioral patterns before and after the maximum penalty event. For the purpose of elucidating local decision-making behavioral characteristics in the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT) under the self-and forced-paced conditions, pre-and post-penalty (-125,000 yen in Deck 2) trials were analyzed for each participant. First, we counted the frequency of the occurrence of the maximum penalty event for each participant. Second, by subtracting the proportions of the selected decks during the post-event trials from those during the pre-event trials, post-event changes in deck selection were examined for the high-, middle-, and low-risk decks. Pre, post 1, and post 2 indicate the five trials immediately before the event, the first-half and second-half post-event trials.
The answer of "5" was counted as a voluntary strategy when participants self-reported that, for example, they selected decks to suppress monetary loss.
For the global performance indexes except the net score, we compared the self-and forced-paced conditions using nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, because many index scores violated normality (Anderson-Daring tests: self-paced condition, numbers of maximum penalty events, mean entropy, continuous selectivity of high-risk decks; forced-paced condition: final winnings, numbers of maximum penalty events, mean entropy, continuous selectivity of high-risk decks, total selectivity of low-risk decks). Concerning the net score, almost all of the scores of the five blocks for the self-and forced-paced conditions also violated normality. To test the interaction effect between task (self-and forced-paced conditions) and block, we initially performed z-normalization for all of the data (5 blocks × 2 tasks × 33 participants) and conducted repeatedmeasures ANOVAs. Response time data for the overall 100 trials were also compared between the self-and forced-paced conditions by a paired t-test with normalized data. Subsequently, normalized RTs for the five blocks were analyzed with a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with the factors of condition (selfpaced, forced-paced) and block (Blocks 1-5). When a significant interaction appeared, the block effect was tested separately for each condition by follow-up ANOVAs. Over-one degrees of freedom were corrected for effects related with a trial-block factor using the Greenhouse-Geisser method (ε).
To examine the relations between global performances and anxiety characteristics in each condition, we conducted multiple linear regression analyses using each of the 10 global indexes as a dependent variable (Y) and STAI-T and STAI-S, which were recorded before the IGT, as independent predictive variables (X), controlling for age, sex, IQ, and task order (first = "1, " second = "2"). All of the independent and control variables were initially introduced into a regression model, and variables with weak coefficients were successively eliminated in a backward elimination manner. We adopted an explanatory model based on the following criteria: (i) STAI-T and/or STAI-S were significantly included (β: p < 0.05), and (ii) explanatory power (adjusted R 2 ) was the highest among the significant models (F-value: p < 0.05). If significant models did not include the STAI variables, we reported the significant model with the highest explanatory power. Multicollinearity between the independent variables was examined by variance inflation factors (VIFs) based on the criterion that VIFs exceeding 10 indicate severe multicollinearity.
For the local performance indexes, we first compared the three ratios of pre-and post-event trials (pre, post 1, and post 2) with a non-parametric Friedman test. When significant trialphase effects appeared (χ 2 : p < 0.05), planned Wilcoxon tests were applied between the pre and post ratios (pre vs. post 1, pre vs. post 2). Multiple regression analyses were also performed to examine the relation between post-event performance changes and anxiety characteristics in a similar manner as in the global performance analysis. The model used the subtraction ratios between pre-and post-event trials (post 1 or post 2 minus pre) as the dependent variable (Y), STAI-T and STAI-S before the IGT as the independent variable (X), controlling for age, sex, IQ, and task order. We reported significant models based on the criterion adopted in the global performance analysis.
Non-parametric tests for the local performance indexes and regression analyses for both the global and local performances were multiply conducted (non-parametric tests: 3 post-penalty phases × 3 deck types × 2 task conditions = 18 analyses; regression analysis: global, 9 performance indexes × 2 task conditions = 18 analyses; local: 2 post-penalty phases × 3 error events × 3 deck types × 2 task conditions = 36 analyses). This analysis condition allows us to take into consideration both type I errors concerning overestimation of significant explaining models and type II errors involving underestimation of significant effects under intensive correction. Accordingly, to examine the reliabilities of the observed effects under the multiple-testing correction, we performed permutation tests in which samples were randomly and multiply resampled from the original data, and the original results were tested using a post hoc permutation distribution of dummy outputs (Nichols and Holmes, 2002) , based on the notion that overestimation of significant effects from multiple testing was avoided by datadriven thresholds obtained from at-issue multiple tests.
In the non-parametric permutation tests for the local performance, the raw data of the three trial phases (pre, post 1, post 2) at the maximum penalty events (1st, 2nd, 3rd) in the three deck types (high, middle, low) were transformed into z-scores across participants and combined into a single data set (n = 1,188). All data were randomly reordered and same numbers of samples with participants were chosen for each trial phase (e.g., self-paced: n = 32 for the first post-error phase, n = 30 for the second post-error phase, or n = 24 for the third post-error phase) for Friedman tests. This resampling procedure was repeated 100,000 times with different sample sizes for each penalty event in the two task conditions to obtain dummy p-values. When actual p-values in the original tests (3 penalty events × 3 deck types × 2 task conditions = 18) were within the lower 5% range of the distribution of 100,000 dummy p-values, they were certified as significance-corrected for multiple testing. Similarly, post hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank tests used a permutation method to determine a p-value threshold for each pairwise comparison.
In the regression analyses, a similar permutation method was performed as follows: each dependent variable (e.g., final winnings in the global analysis) in the self-and forced-paced conditions was transformed into z-scores across participants. Transformed variables were combined into a single data set separately for each performance analysis, because global and local performance analyses included different dependent variables. Integrated data were randomly reordered and the same numbers of samples as the participants were chosen as a dummy dependent variable (global analysis: n = 33; local analysis for, e.g., the self-paced condition: n = 32 for the first penalty event; n = 30 for the second penalty event; n = 24 for the third penalty event), being regressed by original independent variables including STAI-S and/or STAI-T. Each resampling test was conducted 100,000 times to produce a distribution of dummy p-values. When original p-values were lower than the p-value thresholds (5% borders of the dummy p-value distributions), they were considered significant under correction for multiple testing.
RESULTS
Participants' Voluntary Deck-Selection Strategy
Among the 33 participants, 29 (88%) adopted voluntary strategies. Nine participants answered "1" for Deck 4; four, "2" for Deck 3; seven, "3" for Deck 2; and three, "4" for Deck 1. Among the 10 participants who answered "5, " six self-reported using their own strategies. This suggests that the participants felt that they executed the IGT while developing and controlling individual decision-making strategies.
Global Task Behaviors
We initially compared the nine deck-selection indexes except the net score between the self-and forced-paced conditions using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. No task performances yielded significant differences ( Table S1 ).
The results of the net scores are plotted in Figure 2 . The mean net scores with standard errors of the means are −3.1 ± 0.9, −0.8 ± 0.9, −0.9 ± 1.3, −2.1 ± 1.7, and −0.9 ± 1.7 for the five blocks in the self-paced condition, and −1.5 ± 1.6, 0.9 ± 1.7, 0.5 ± 1.4, 0.8 ± 1.7, and −0.1 ± 1.6 for the five blocks in the forced-paced condition, respectively. The initial ANOVA with normalized data did not indicate a significant difference between the two conditions [condition: F(1,32) = 0.988, p = 0.328; block: F(4,128) = 1.275, p = 0.287; condition × block: F(4,128) = 0.267, p = 0.899]. Although the lack of a significant effect may be surprising in light of previous findings, it is suspected that the current experimental setting increased individual variation in transitions of deck-selection patterns by minimizing task-related instruction without hints about deck types and an optimal deckselection strategy. Accordingly, we made planned comparisons between Block 1 and Block 2 as a phase transition from exploratory or pre-hunch to predictive phases (Bechara et al., 2000a) : actually, net scores changed from Block 1 to Block 2 based on visual inspection. A two-way ANOVA observed a significant block effect across the two task conditions [block: F(1,32) = 4.536, p = 0.041, η 2 p = 0.124; condition: F(1,32) = 1.067, p = 0.309; condition × block: F(1,32) = 0.003, p = 0.955], indicating that the participants reduced their risk-taking proportions after the initial exploring phase in both task conditions.
Response times for all trials in the self-and forced-paced conditions are 683 ± 92 and 713 ± 110 ms, respectively and FIGURE 2 | Change in advantageous deck selection patterns in the self-(gray) and forced-paced (black) conditions. The net score for each set of 20 trials was calculated by subtracting the numbers of selected disadvantageous decks (Deck 1 + Deck 2) from the numbers of selected advantageous decks. Larger scores indicate more frequent risk-avoidance. An ANOVA with the factors of condition (self-paced, forced-paced) and block (Block 1, Block 2) showed that net scores significantly increased in the second block in both conditions. Error bars indicate standard errors of the means.
FIGURE 3 | Changes in deck-selection speeds throughout the five trial blocks in the self-(gray) and forced-paced (black) conditions. Mean response time (RT) for each trial block was calculated for the 20 trials in each task condition. A repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted with the factors of condition and block. A significant block effect was observed only in the self-paced condition (p < 0.0001).
were not significantly different in a paired t-test [t(32) = 0.550, p = 0.586]. Response times for the five blocks in the self-and forced-paced conditions are summarized in order as 921 ± 102, 706 ± 105, 687 ± 139, 571 ± 85, and 530 ± 68 ms for the self-paced condition, and 793 ± 102, 711 ± 115, 676 ± 94, 694 ± 128, and 692 ± 120 ms for the forced-paced condition. The summary suggests that the self-paced condition but not the forced-paced condition reduced RTs as progression of the trials (Figure 3) , which was statistically confirmed. The initial two-way ANOVA indicated the significant interaction of condition × block [F(4,128) = 3.762, p = 0.023, η 2 p = 0.105, ε = 0.569]. The self-paced condition yielded a significant block effect [F(4,128) = 9.979, p < 0.0001, η 2 p = 0.238, ε = 0.628], and the later blocks significantly decreased RTs over the initial block in the planned comparison [Block 1 vs. Block 5: p < 0.0001]. The forced-paced condition, on the other hand, did not show a significant block effect [F(4,128) = 2.811, p = 0.060, ε = 0.566], which indicates that decision-making speed did not alter throughout the overall trials.
The self-and forced-paced conditions showed different relational characteristics between global deck-selection performances and anxiety characteristics. In the self-paced condition, four deck-selection characteristics for risk-taking were significantly predicted by STAI-T ( Table 1 ). The numbers of maximum penalty events (Figure 4Ai) , total and continuous selectivity of the high-risk deck (Figures 4Aii,iii) , and total selectivity of the low-risk deck (Figure 4Aiv) were significantly predicted by STAI-T (maximum penalty events: β = 0.436, t = 2.460, p = 0.020, VIF = 1.153; high-risk deck: total selectivity, β = 0.426, t = 2.541, p = 0.017, VIF = 1.156, and continuous selectivity, β = 0.436, t = 2.636, p = 0.013, VIF = 1.155; low-risk deck: total selectivity, β = −0.411, t = 2.242, p = 0.033, VIF = 1.270). That is, higher anxiety traits yielded more penalty events, more frequent selection of the high-risk deck, and less frequent selection of the low-risk decks. The total selectivity of the middlerisk deck was predicted by STAI-S (β = −0.426, t = 2.468, p = 0.019, VIF = 1.101) (Figure 4Av) . However, in the forcedpaced condition (Table 2) , no deck-selection property was significantly predicted by either STAI-T or STAI-S (Figures 4Bi-v) . The permutation tests for correction in multiple testing confirmed the observed results: actual p-values of the significant models were below the accidental-level p-value thresholds, set as the border of the lower 5% of dummy p-values (see, for example, Supplementary Figure S1 ) in both the self-paced condition [model with STAI-T (p-value threshold = 0.0506): maximum penalty events, p = 0.049; total selectivity in the high-risk deck, p = 0.025; total selectivity in the low-risk deck, p = 0.048; model with STAI-T and Age (p-value threshold = 0.0503): continuous selectivity in the high-risk deck, p = 0.012; model with STAI-S (p-value threshold = 0.0509): total selectivity in the middle-risk deck, p = 0.044].
Local Task Behaviors
We specified three earlier maximum penalty events (−125,000 yen) and locally examined post-penalty behaviors. We first calculated the selection rates of the high-, middle-, and lowrisk decks immediately before and after the maximum penalty event separately for the self-and forced-paced conditions and compared them using Friedman tests. We then calculated indexes for post-event behavioral change by subtracting the pre-event rates from post-event rates. The difference rate scores, as the dependent variable, were introduced into a regression analysis and were predicted by the independent variables of STAI-T and STAI-S before the IGT. As observed in Figure 5 , both the self-and forced-paced conditions showed similar deck-selection trends for the three types of decks. Selection of the high-risk deck generally decreased after the maximum penalty events (post 1, post 2) ( Figure 5A) . Conversely, selection of the low-risk decks tended to increase after the penalty events in both the self-and forced-paced conditions ( Figure 5B) . Although the middle-risk deck has been generally grouped with Deck 2 as a disadvantageous deck, the selectivity showed a flat pattern throughout the overall intervals ( Figure 5C ) that somewhat differed from the selection pattern of the high-risk deck (3 pre and post intervals × 3 penalty events = 9 points: r = −0.63) but was relatively similar to that of the low-risk decks (r = 0.31).
Non-parametric statistical tests revealed post-penalty behavioral changes in the self-paced condition (Supplementary Table S2 ). Selectivity changes were significant for the first penalty in the low-risk deck and the second penalty in the high-and middle-risk decks in the Freidman tests [low-risk: χ 2 = 9.05, p = 0.011; high-risk: χ 2 = 7.22, p = 0.027; middle-risk: χ 2 = 10.02, p = 0.007]. These p-values were below the p-value thresholds (the border of the lower 5% p-value distributions) in the permutation tests [1st (n = 32): p-value threshold = 0.0543; 2nd (n = 30): p-value threshold = 0.0482] and were certified as significant after correction for multiple testing. In multiple comparisons, the selection of the high-risk deck significantly decreased during the post-1 trials after the second penalty event [Wilcoxon test: pre (37.3%) vs. post 1 (22.0%), Z = 2.331, p = 0.020 (<p-value threshold, 0.0504)]. Safe-preference after the penalty event was also observed for the low-risk decks: after the first maximum-penalty, selectivity significantly increased during both the post-1 and post-2 trials [pre (33.8%) vs. post 1 (50.0%): Z = 2.545, p = 0.011; pre vs. post 2 (52.5%): Z = 2.911, p = 0.004; (<p-value threshold, 0.0518)]. On the other hand, the selectivity of the middle-risk deck might have been affected by the increase in the selectivity of the high-risk deck, decreasing after the second penalty event [pre (22.0%) vs. post 2 (13.3%): Z = 2.124, p = 0.034 (<p-value threshold, 0.0504)].
For the forced-paced condition, similar post-penalty preference for risk-avoidance was observed in the selection behaviors for the high-and low-risk decks (Supplementary Table S3 ).
FIGURE 4 | Comparisons of linear relations between global behavioral patterns and trait anxiety between the self-and forced-paced conditions. Scatter plots for the self-paced condition represent significant relations between: the numbers of the maximum penalty events and trait anxiety (STAI-T) (Ai); overall high-risk deck selectivity and STAI-T (Aii); continuous high-risk deck selectivity and STAI-T (Aiii); and overall low-risk deck selectivity and STAI-T (Aiv). The total selectivity of the middle-risk deck was predicted by state anxiety (STAI-S) (Av). Corresponding figures (Bi-v) for the forced-paced condition show no significant relation between behavioral patterns and STAI-T. Weighted coefficients (βs) indicate standardized partial coefficients in the multiple regression models.
Friedman tests showed that main effects of selectivity were significant for the second penalty in the high-risk deck and the third penalty in the high-and low-risk decks (high-risk: 2nd, χ 2 = 7.67, p = 0.022; 3rd, χ 2 = 11.61, p = 0.003; lowrisk: 3rd, χ 2 = 9.07, p = 0.011). These p-values were below the p-value threshold [2nd (n = 30): p = 0.0482; 3rd (n = 24): p = 0.0478] and were certified as corrected for multiple analyses. In subsequent Wilcoxon tests, the selectivity of the high-risk deck significantly decreased [2nd: pre (42.7%) vs. post 1 (24.0%): Z = 2.502, p = 0.012; 3rd: pre (55.8%) vs. post 1 (23.3%), Z = 3.090, p = 0.002; pre vs. post 2 (30.8%), Z = 2.653, p = 0.008]. The selectivity of the low-risk deck significantly increased after the third penalty event [pre (29.2%) vs. post 1 (55.0%): Z = 2.666, p = 0.008; pre vs. post 2 (51.7%): Z = 2.388, p = 0.017]. The observed p-values were lower than the p-value thresholds in the permutation tests (2nd: p = 0.0504; 3rd: p = 0.0520) and were certified as significant under correction for multiple testing. The selectivity of the middle-risk deck, on the other hand, did not show any significant change.
Unlike global decision-making behaviors, local behaviors were well-predicted by STAI-S in the multiple regression analyses. The self-and forced-paced conditions showed contrasted outputs. For the self-paced condition, STAI-S significantly predicted riskavoidance behaviors (Table 3) . Although the regression model for the post-1 trials after the second penalty event tended to be significant [adjusted R 2 = 0.171, F(4,25) = 2.493, p = 0.069], higher STAI-S scores predicted more frequent avoidance of the high-risk deck in the model (β = −0.371, t = 2.171, p = 0.040, VIF = 1.019). Higher STAI-S also predicted higher preference for the low-risk deck during the post-1 trials after the second penalty event [adjusted R 2 = 0.218, F(3,26) = 3.691, p = 0.024; STAI-S: β = 0.493, t = 2.786, p = 0.010, VIF = 1.159] (Figures 6A,B) . During the post-1 trials after the third penalty event, higher STAI-T predicted higher frequent avoidance of the high-risk deck [adjusted R 2 = 0.311, F(4,19) = 3.592, p = 0.024; STAI-T: β = −0.525, t = 2.308, p = 0.032, VIF = 1.729]. The permutation tests showed that the observed p-values for the significant models were below the p-value thresholds [model with STAI-S (p-value threshold = 0.0497): post 1 after the second penalty in the low-risk deck, p = 0.024; model with STAI-T (p-value threshold = 0.0504): post 1 after the third penalty in the high-risk deck, p = 0.024].
In the forced-paced condition, STAI-S significantly predicted only the selectivity of the middle-risk deck (Figure 6C for the post-1 trials at the third penalty event). The permutation tests showed that the p-values for the significant models were below the thresholds These results suggest that pre-specified state anxiety is related to intermediate risk-taking in the forced-paced condition.
DISCUSSION
The present study conducted a decision-making experiment using the IGT to examine how trait and state anxiety profiles predict future decision-making performances under different temporal pressure conditions. Because negative events may occur unpredictably in our daily life, the prospective approach is beneficial for minimizing unfavorable consequences by predicting decision-making behaviors when actually encountering events based on psychological factors, such as anxious profiles in the present research. We assumed that pre-specified trait and state anxiety would differently predict decision-making performances, because trait anxiety may be sensitive to relatively remote, final decision-making outcomes concerning the overall task mission of maximizing final winnings, whereas state anxiety would likely be sensitive to decision-making immediately after negative events, specifically the maximum penalty events. To test the prediction, global and local behavioral indexes were calculated and regressed by the trait and state anxiety profiles assessed before the IGT was performed. Trait anxiety predicted global decision-making behaviors only in the self-paced condition without temporal pressure: higher trait anxiety predicted higher preference for overall high risk-taking in the self-paced condition. On the other hand, pre-specified state anxiety differently predicted local decision-making behaviors between the self-and forced-paced conditions: higher state anxiety predicted higher preference for risk-avoidance after the maximum penalty events in the self-paced condition, and on the other hand, predicted higher preference for moderate risk-taking in the forced-paced condition. These findings suggest that pre-specified trait and state anxiety work differently as predictors of future decision-making performance under different temporal pressure conditions. FIGURE 5 | Local behavioral patterns of high, middle, and low risk-taking in the self-and forced-paced conditions. We locally examined the high-risk-taking behavioral characteristics immediately before and after the maximum penalty event (-125,000 yen in Deck 2). The high-risk-taking property (A) was calculated with the pre-and first-half (post 1) and second-half (post 2) post-event proportions of Deck 2 selection for the total of each five-trial interval. The low-risk-taking property (B) was also calculated for the combined Decks 3 and 4. The middle-risk-taking property (C) was similarly calculated for Deck 1. Error bars indicate standard errors of the means.
TABLE 3 | Regression models of local deck-selection changes (post minus pre) after maximum penalty events in the self-paced condition.
Selectivity changes (post minus pre) 1st (n = 32) 2nd (n = 30) 3rd (n = 24) 
High-risk deck 1st: the first maximum penalty event; 2nd: the second maximum penalty event; 3rd: the third maximum penalty event; pre: five trials before the penalty event; post 1: the first-half five trials after the penalty event; post 2: the second-half five trials after the penalty event; * p < 0.05; * * p < 0.01.
FIGURE 6 | Linear relations between deck selectivity after the maximum penalty events and mood characteristics for the self-and forced-paced conditions. Change in high-risk-deck selectivity after the second maximum penalty was negatively correlated with state anxiety (STAI-S) in the self-paced condition (A). Change in low-risk-deck selectivity after the second maximum penalty event was positively correlated with STAI-S in the self-paced condition (B). Change in middle-risk-deck selectivity after the third maximum penalty event was positively correlated with STAI-S in the forced-paced condition (C). Post-event selectivity change was calculated by subtracting pre-event proportions of the given deck from post-event counterparts. Post 1 and post 2 indicate the first-half and second-half post-event trials, respectively. 
High-risk deck 1st: the first maximum penalty event; 2nd: the second maximum penalty event; 3rd: the third maximum penalty event; pre: five trials before the penalty event; post 1: the first-half five trials after the penalty event; post 2: the second-half five trials after the penalty event; * p < 0.05.
Trait anxiety predicted global risk-taking behaviors in the self-paced condition: participants with higher trait anxiety more frequently selected the high-risk deck (Deck 2) and more frequently deselected the low-risk decks (Decks 3 and 4), thus encountering more maximum penalty events (−125,000 yen in Deck 2). These findings seemed to be counterintuitive at first glance, because trait anxiety tends to promote cognitive bias toward occurrences of negative events and risk-avoidance behaviors, as observed in people with elevated trait anxiety (Miu et al., 2008; Mueller et al., 2010) . One of possible interpretation of the findings may be that participants with higher anxiety traits more frequently selected high-risk decks for recovering large losses even after facing to maximum penalty events. If they were provided with the instruction of the deck types and optimal strategies before the task, they might recognize that they should find out and continuously choose the advantage decks. Although participants might develop their own assumptions about the deck types even under information ambiguity as shown by selfreports of their deck-selection after the tasks, the procedure was likely different from confirmation or confidential decisionmaking (Vickers and Packer, 1982) , in which participants are provided with prior information about the deck types and become confidentially convinced of it throughout the task. Poorer amounts of prior knowledge possibly induce higher anxiety with less confidence, as observed in, for example, verbal learning contexts (Yang and Quadir, 2018) . Upon the present experimental context without the prior knowledge, participants might develop their own assumption about the deck types, which is indicated by the finding that the maximum penalties induced immediate risk-avoidance, as observed in Figures 5A,B . However, participants with, in particular, higher anxiety traits might be less confident of their strategic assumptions, and yield anxiety toward future, uncertain monetary gains, selecting high-reward decks for monetary recovery. This is suggested by the fact that the average net-scores in the self-paced condition did not gradually increase as represented by Figure 2 , and actually, about 30% participants self-reported that they used the strategies to actively select high-reward decks to rapidly recover the largest loss or earn rewards as much as possible. It is speculated in summary that under information ambiguity, participants with higher trait anxiety were more anxious for future failure in maximizing final rewards and more frequently selected the high-reward decks even if they developed the assumption that the decks might sometime impose high penalties.
As revealed by comparing local deck-selections between the pre-and post-penalty events, post-penalty risk-avoidance was similarly promoted in both the self-and forced-paced conditions (Figures 5A,B) . However, state anxiety predicted local decisionmaking performances differently in the self-and forced-paced conditions, which indicates that state anxiety profiles specified before the IGT are not irrelevant but continuous to future decision-making. In the self-paced condition, higher state anxiety predicted more frequent risk-avoidance after maximum penalty events: higher state anxiety was related to lower selectivity of the high-risk deck as well as higher selectivity of the low-risk decks, particularly after the second penalty event.
As has been argued for global decision-making outcomes, the present participants, distinguished from individuals with abnormal emotional assessment and decision-making (Bechara et al., 2000a) , could likely appropriately assess a somatic marker emotionally evoked by the maximum penalty events (Damasio, 1996) and regulate emotional response accordingly, thereby engaging in local risk-avoidance behaviors under no temporal pressure. Although decision-making in the IGT tends to be differentiated from general executive functions (Bechara et al., 1998; Bechara, 2004; Toplak et al., 2010) , it requires suppressing emotional disturbance caused by the penalty events and monitoring deck selection by inhibiting the other options (Paulus, 2005) , which may be related to dorsolateral prefrontal functions outside the ventromedial prefrontal areas (Ernst et al., 2002) . Therefore, in the present study, the participants with higher state anxiety were sensitive to the maximum penalty events and appropriately drove executive functions without emotional disturbance, thereby transiently avoiding risk-taking more frequently. Considering the global behavioral findings together, the dynamic nature of decisionmaking without temporal pressure may be comprehensible as a function of the interaction between trait and state anxiety. Global decision-making behaviors were predicted by trait anxiety, which indicates that higher trait anxiety is related to higher risktaking overall. However, local decision-making was sensitive to state anxiety and higher anxious states were related to higher risk-avoidance in an opposite manner. That is, participants with normal decision-making may have switched risk-taking and risk-avoidance adaptively under no temporal pressure according to changes in their anxiety profiles in a conflicting situation between the current penalty events and the remote task mission in the course of the IGT under information uncertainty without hints of deck types and an optimal strategy. Although the trait and state anxiety scores of the present participants yielded significant positive correlation (r = 0.458, p = 0.007), its strength was not prominently high, suggesting that trait and state anxiety possess multidimensionality and may not be strongly correlated because the current situation was not completely compatible with ordinary-life anxious conditions that the participants tend to face (Endler et al., 1991; Leal et al., 2017) . Such mild correlation between the two anxiety profiles may in turn leave a margin for partial dissociation between them, consequently yielding a dynamism of global and local decision-making.
Under the forced-paced condition, state anxiety predicted intermediate risk-avoidance behaviors. That is, higher state anxiety was related to more frequent selection of the middlerisk deck. Similar to the self-paced condition, the forced-paced condition showed low selectivity of the high-risk deck and high selectivity of the low-risk decks as shown in Figures 5A,B. The participants, whether with high or low state anxiety, tended to locally avoid high risk-taking, but the participants with higher pre-specified state anxiety more frequently engaged in moderate risk-taking even after the maximum penalty under temporal pressure. There are two possible interpretations of the local decision-making pattern under temporal pressure based on different psychological backgrounds. The first interpretation concerns automatic emotional dysregulation. Decision-making in the IGT is related to two stages in the processing of somatic states (Bechara et al., 2003) . In the first stage, the primary inducer is an external event and situation that automatically evokes a somatic state, such as the maximum penalty event in the present study. The secondary inducer includes psychological entities, such as thoughts and memories of emotional events and situations evoking primary somatic states. When facing the maximum penalty events under temporal pressure, the participants might have experienced somatic states through primary as well as secondary inducers in a complex manner and escaped from the current high risktaking; however, they may not have completely regulated their emotional reactions, thereby automatically selecting the middlerisk deck as a consequence. The second interpretation is related to controlled compensation. Decision-making in the IGT generally comprises three stages: anticipatory option assessment, action execution, and outcome evaluation (Paulus, 2005) . In particular, the latter two are related to the cognitive inhibition of competitive options and post-action monitoring as a general executive function (Fellows, 2007; Ouerchefani et al., 2017) . The participants regulate emotional reactions to the maximum penalty events under temporal pressure to avoid selecting the high-risk deck; however, they might dare to actively select the middle-risk deck under attentional control to recover monetary loss as soon as possible. Because subsequent decision-making behaviors depend on monitoring response feedback (Yi et al., 2012) , selecting the middle-risk deck under temporal pressure is possibly highly adaptive under behavioral monitoring for simultaneously coping with elevated anxiety states caused by the current penalty and sustained less-state anxiety concerning final winnings during the IGT, which would induce the negative consequences of larger monetary loss. At present, our findings cannot completely determine which mechanism is plausible for decision-making under the forced-paced condition because participants' self-reports indicate that they voluntarily selected card decks based on control of their own developing strategy. On the other hand, unlike the self-paced condition, RTs under temporal pressure did not show a gradual reduction over the progress of trials likely based on an adaptive effect by learning the task (Visser et al., 2007) . The suggestion is that salient penalty events implicitly promote cautious attitudes and does not fasten decision-making even in later trials under temporal pressure. The relation between conscious selfreports and RTs, which are not necessarily controlled-behavioral indexes, likely provides information about the adaptive aspects of decision-making in interactions between our internal and external states.
The implications of the present findings may be relevant to social problems such as billing frauds. In Japan, for example, the incidence of billing frauds has grown annually (the number of incidents in 2017 was 18,212, with an increase rate of about 30% compared to the previous year 1 ), and the amount of monetary damage per incident was about 2,300,000 yen. Prevention measures for a billing fraud, therefore, are required not only at 1 https://www.npa.go.jp/publications/statistics/sousa/sagi.html the public social level but also at the personal psychological level. The present findings for the IGT in the forced-paced condition may provide potential information for psychological prevention measures. The state anxiety of people who are vulnerable to future billing frauds may easily fluctuate under subjectively perceived temporal pressures that are externally evoked by defrauders, and these individuals may tend to falter in their emotional regulation, consequently transferring money to the defrauders' bank accounts. Noticeably, the requested amounts of billing money are not too large to be paid (e.g., 2,300,000 yen in 2017 in Japan, a decrease compared to the previous year), that is, not high but moderate risk requirements. Therefore, we should focus on the psychological mechanisms of not only high risk-taking but also moderate risk-taking for exploring prevention measures.
Finally, the limitations of the present study should be discussed. State and trait anxiety were recorded on the same day as the IGT. Although trait anxiety is related to chronic anxiety properties observed in ordinary life, state anxiety is related to a current transient state of anxiety. Therefore, assessment of state anxiety might have occurred too soon before the IGT for prediction analysis of decision-making. A stricter methodology would have had participants undergo the IGT and STAI assessments multiple times on separate days. If the predictability of IGT performances was established via anxiety profiles collected on separated days, the reliability of the present results would be increased.
To conclude, the present study used the IGT to simulate several aspects of real-life decision-making processes and examined how anxiety profiles differently predicted future decision-making performances under different temporal pressure conditions. The prospective approach predicts decision-making performances based on the pre-specified psychological profiles of individuals and applying it may be beneficial for people to avoid socially and privately negative consequences. Pre-specified trait and state anxiety differently predicted future decisionmaking behaviors. The present study showed that under temporal pressure, moderate risk-taking rather than high risk-taking was enhanced after negative events by high sensitivity to state anxiety. The psychological mechanism for moderate risk-taking should be examined in future research, bearing in mind that "a small leak will sink a great ship."
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